June 20, 2017

Guilty as Charged

Democrats are criticizing Republican Senators for keeping their health care bill secret. On the Senate floor, Democrat Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer warned, “To all of America, this should be a red alert … In a very short time…the Republican majority may try to jam through a health care bill that no one in America has seen.”

This is hypocritical. Recall how Democrat Speaker Nancy Pelosi said Obamacare had to be passed so they could find out what was in it. Also, it didn’t matter how much Americans protested about what they did know was in it. The Democrats jammed the bill through because they could. So, despite Schumer’s disparaging claims about Republicans, the Democrats are guilty as charged.

“Polling Hints at Reasons Behind Senate GOP’s Closed-Door Health Care Tactics,” Cameron Easley, Morning Consult, June 13, 2017.
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